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This article is a disambiguation page for The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya. The following is a list of links to pages that might
share the same title.

Could the end be near? Or is it just another day at high school? You never know when Haruhi is involved!
Join the frenzy and the fun with this second book in the phenomenal bestselling series that took the world by
storm with over 4. Main Story Edit Six months later in November , Haruhi tells the SOS Brigade that she has
just seen a movie that had won an award, and had found it so boring that she believed any movie she made
would be better. Mikuru is cast as the female lead, Itsuki as the male lead, and Yuki as the supporting
character, while Haruhi becomes the director and Kyon is assigned to "other menial tasks". Haruhi goes off to
find sponsors, dragging Mikuru and Kyon with her. Haruhi "negotiates" at various stores, and miraculously
emerges with things like cameras and model guns for free without using blackmail while Kyon is forced to
carry all the items. The next day, Haruhi forces Mikuru into a waitress outfit and designates it as her movie
costume. She casts Mikuru as a "battle waitress from the future", Itsuki as "the esper youth", and Yuki as an
"evil alien magician". Filming starts, but Haruhi takes the cast to the stores where she negotiated her items to
film commercials this was how she bargained her props out of the store owners. Haruhi buys a colored contact
lens for Mikuru so that each eye will look different, something that Kyon cannot figure out. Haruhi films the
battle scene between Mikuru and Yuki, and tries to get a shot of Mikuru running through a flock of pigeons,
commenting that she wishes the pigeons were white. Haruhi declares that she wants to make Mikuru suffer
before the "happy ending", something Kyon objects to. She then stages another battle scene, telling Mikuru to
fire a "Mikuru Beam" from her eye. Without warning, Yuki tackles Mikuru over, covering the camera with her
hand. Yuki informs Kyon that Mikuru had actually fired a laser out of her eye, showing Kyon four black holes
in her right palm which she quickly heals. Itsuki and Yuki decide that Haruhi had created a Mikuru Beam
from her desire to have one. Mikuru tells Kyon that Yuki came to her house the night before and injected
nanomachines to prevent Mikuru from shooting any more lasers. Haruhi, however, gives Mikuru a different
colored contact lens, and Yuki tackles her over again, later revealing to Kyon that the different colored lens
triggered a different type of laser that Yuki did not prevent. Haruhi then tries to film the kissing scene between
Mikuru and Koizumi in the same house, while Mikuru starts to become extremely vacant. Itsuki shows Kyon
the place where the pigeons had been filmed, only to see that they had been turned white overnight. Itsuki
urges Kyon to help the situation, because Haruhi has begun to confuse the fictional world with reality. Kyon
tries to cheer Haruhi up, but it only makes the situation worse: Finally, Kyon discovers the solution: As Kyon
is forced to edit the movie, Haruhi offers to help him, but both of them fall asleep in the club room. By the
next morning, Kyon realizes that the movie has seemingly edited itself, the disclaimer in its place at the end.
Kyon investigates all the problems that had been caused by Haruhi, and finds them all to be solved.
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2: Manga Recon Â» Blog Archive Â» The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya and the Haruhi Manga
The Haruhi Suzumiya series of Japanese light novels is written by Nagaru Tanigawa with accompanying illustrations
drawn by Noizi www.enganchecubano.com series centers on the eponymous high school girl Haruhi Suzumiya, her
strange antics, and her friends in a club she forms called the SOS Brigade.

In the movie, Mikuru Asahina stars as a time-travelling waitress from the future who must engage in fights
with Yuki Nagato , who is playing as an alien-magician. During her class introduction, she states that she has
no time for normal humans and asks that any time-travelers, aliens, or espers come out and join her. Interested
in her, Kyon becomes the first person to solicit a normal conversation from Haruhi. They recruit the
soft-spoken Yuki Nagato and the timid Mikuru Asahina. Haruhi obtains a computer by staging photos making
it look like the Computer Research Society president sexually harassed Mikuru. She enlists the help of Mikuru
to promote the SOS Brigade by dressing up in a bunny costume and handing out fliers. Later, Yuki invites
Kyon to her apartment, where she unveils that she and Haruhi are not ordinary human beings. She says Haruhi
could destroy and recreate the world on a whim, and is unaware of her powers. On a day off from school, the
SOS Brigade splits up to search the city for mysteries, during which Mikuru tells Kyon she is a time-traveler
assigned to observe Haruhi. Kyon confronts Itsuki, who admits to being an esper , and tells the purpose of the
Agency. Yuki, Mikuru, and Itsuki all confirm that Haruhi recreated the universe three years ago. Also an alien,
Ryoko attempts to kill Kyon in order to provoke a reaction from Haruhi, but is stopped by Yuki. During the
search, Haruhi tells Kyon about her childhood, and how she became obsessed with paranormal phenomena in
an effort to overcome her feelings of insignificance. Itsuki tells Kyon about the theory of the anthropic
principle correlating with Haruhi. He believes Kyon is the reason why Haruhi was able to wish extraterrestrial
beings to exist. Itsuki brings Kyon into a sealed reality, where the espers destroy a blue giant entity
subconsciously created by Haruhi. Itsuki tells Kyon to look after Haruhi. While Haruhi investigates, Kyon is
met by Itsuki, who tell him that Haruhi is creating a new world, retaining only Kyon from the old one. Yuki
contacts Kyon via computer and gives the hint of Sleeping Beauty as a means to stop Haruhi. Blue giant
entities appear and begin to destroy the school and surrounding area. Kyon kisses Haruhi as he expresses his
desire to return to the old world. He wakes up in his bed. Haruhi believes the whole experience to have been a
nightmare, but puts her hair in a ponytail in accordance with a wish Kyon expressed in the sealed reality.
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The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya is the second in a line of books revolving around Kyon, a hapless high school student, and
his inexplicable relationship with the extremely eccentric title character, Haruhi Suzumiya.

The Melancholy of Suzumiya Haruhi S2: After being absent for a very long period of time, J is finally back in
the blogging scene. So here we go! The first episode starts off with a relay race between the clubs of North
High. Haruhi is disgusted by their lack of motivation, and promptly decides to do something much, much
more exciting with the SOS Brigade. In the clubroom, Haruhi and Co. Apparently she figured that any joe
could flim a half-baked movie, and that she could do better. She proceeds to declare herself as the producer,
the director, and the screenwriter big surprise there. Haruhi brings up the necessity of a camera to begin
filming, and so she, Kyon, and Mikuru head down to the shopping district in town. Upon arriving at the
shopping district, Haruhi takes the two of them to an electronics store. The three then head over to another part
of the shopping district, and acquire a couple of BB guns. It soon becomes clear to Kyon what Haruhi was
scheming: Clearly, she is displeased by the absence of a Disappearance arc. Kyon enters the clubroom as a
part of his daily routine, and finds a waitress uniform-clad Mikuru, causing him to be at a loss for words.
Shortly after Kyon settles down, Yuki enters the room, with a costume of her own. This unusual behavior may
imply that she is fond of this particular getup. Haruhi remarks that she is perfect for her role in the movie â€”
an evil alien. Incidentally, Mikuru and Itsuki just happen to be a time traveling combat waitress and a boy
ESPer, respectively. This unintentional pinpointing of hidden identities startles both Mikuru and Kyon, with
the latter feeling apologetic and responsible for this turn of events. This madness ends here -- give me the
Disappearance arc, or die! The three female members leave the room, leaving the other two to assemble the
model guns to be used in the film. The crew arrive at the electronics store from two days ago â€” Oomori
Electronics, and the director announces that they will begin the filming of the commercials. Haruhi decides
that a bunny girl costume would be more fitting for a situation like this, and goes on to demands Mikuru to
change into such a costume a costume that she had conveniently brought along with her. After they finish
filming at Oomori Electronics, the gang moves on to their second destination: A familiar scene ensues see
Episode00 , and an exhausted Mikuru returns to the clubroom after the long-winded filming session. They
start by filming a few scenes of Mikuru running back and forth, and of her shooting BB bullets at Yuki, an act
which the silent Evil Alien comfortably accepts. The megaphone-welding Chief quickly grows bored, and
decides to move along. Under the pretense of shooting scenes with doves, everyone heads over to a
conveniently located shinto shrine in the neighbourhood. Ignoring the warnings and such placed around,
Haruhi tosses breadcrumbs all over to attract a large crowd of grey and black doves. This causes much
annoyance to the resident priest, who chases them away not without taking a few bullets from Haruhi first. Her
irrationality continues as she orders Mikuru to shoot beams from her left eye, and starts hitting her when she
fails to do so. She shrugs off his comments, and the filming continues. During the confusion, the reflecting
board held by Koizumi suddenly splits in half, and Yuki flies towards the heterochromatic heroine at a more
physically acceptable speed this time , knocking her down. It appears that in the ensuing chaos, the colour
contact was lost â€” or so Haruhi is told. You finally captured it?! Just as the debate begins to heat up, their
discussion is cut short by the return of the reality-warping girl, accompanied by a certain bunny girl. And so
the filming continues.
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You might be looking for the five anime episodes of the same name, starting with The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya Part 1
through Part 2, Part 3, Part 4 and Part The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya (æ¶¼å®®ãƒ•ãƒ«ãƒ’ã•®æºœæ•¯) (Suzumiya
Haruhi no Tameiki) is a Haruhi Suzumiya Light Novel.

If there are any aliens, time travelers, sliders or espers here, come join me. Haruhi has come to the conclusion
that ordinary humans are, as a whole, utterly boring, and that she would rather hang out with aliens, time
travelers, espers, and the like. In her quest to find them, she promptly joins all the clubs in school in a day One
day, her classmate Kyon the Narrator unwittingly gives Haruhi an idea: Haruhi instantly switches from an
irritated, sociopathic, pompous brat to an irritating, sociopathic Genki Girl who vows to allow nothing to stand
in her way. She conscripts Kyon to help her set up the club: Kyon quickly learns an explosive secret that must
be kept from Haruhi at all costs, the details of which must be seen to be believed. The story is notable for
having no definite genre -- it convincingly uses comedy, science fiction, fantasy, mystery, romance and Slice
of Life in one of the most typical anime settings: The SOS Brigade is made up of five members that represent
a spectrum of anime character types, both in their identities as high school students and their secret identities
The novel series contains the following titles: A preview of the 10th novel can be found here. An Anime series
based on parts of the novels was released in , titled after the first novel. Cries for a second season seemingly
went unanswered until mid, when several brand-new episodes popped up in the middle of a supposed re-run of
the first season this time done in chronological order. These new episodes constitute the "second season", and
are interspersed among the old episodes according to where they chronologically belong in the plot. Also, a
movie has been released in Japan for novel four The Disappearance of Haruhi Suzumiya , which may very
well be the most popular one. A trailer has appeared as well. A video regarding this is here. The anime has
adapted the following stories in chronological order: Episodes are not ordered as seen above. It spawned
unthinkable levels of praise, with resulting amounts of Hyper Backlash , a globe-spanning Cash Cow
Franchise , with fans from Japan to America to Britain to Russia to Palestine , probably the largest body of
Internet Backlash in the history of all anime, and made Kyoto Animation a household name. The novels vary
between several short stories and one story of several chapters, and have their differences from the anime.
While the plot alone is interesting, it leaves many actions and motives to the interpretation of the reader often
triggered by Kyon being an Unreliable Narrator , which makes you think about it long after you finish the
book. However, the realistic Character Development of the Brigade members is also impressive. There is also
a rather substantial collection of Fan Work known collectively as Suzumiya Haruhi no Seitenkan The
Gender-Flip of Haruhi Suzumiya , which posits what would happen if all the characters in the series
exchanged genders. The Tropes of Haruhi Suzumiya:
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5: List of Haruhi Suzumiya light novels - Wikipedia
Gorgeous, confident, and demanding, Haruhi Suzumiya is the leader of the SOS Brigade, a club comprised of her high
school's most extraordinary students. So when Haruhi is bored, it's up to the SOS Brigade do something about it.

The second season of Haruhi has been seen as a failure by a lot of anime fans. The art work is very good. I
noticed a more detailed animation as far as hair and clothes and also a more unique use of lighting. The sound
is, once again, golden. The seiyuu are giving a tremendous amount of effort into the voice acting. While
unfortunately there is no second Haruhi concert, that is because it is the one and only. The soundtrack features
scores fitting to the events in this season, which are actually a bit darker than in season one. So in my book,
Haruhi still is a 10 in sound. The characters are fantastic as always. Kyon and Haruhi in particular grow in this
season as we see the worst dispute between them The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya. We see Haruhi get desperate,
Kyon lose his cool, Koizumi under stress, Asahina suck it up, and Nagato show more emotions. Haruhi retains
another So now comes the problem, or is it a problem? The storyline is quite memorable from this season.
Basically we watched Bamboo Leaf Rhapsody, a pretty good episode if I do say so, and then we get into two
new arcs: Well, you know which one is more important right? How about we plan eight episodes about the
same sequence of events and form eight animation teams to design them. So much that you give it a 1?!! And
what these people are giving a 1 for is only half of the season, hell people were giving this season a 1 before it
was even finished! Basically, I urge the community to change its outlook on Endless Eight. While we all agree
that the show should have been directed in a different way and that Endless Eight should have been kept as a
one, two, or three episode arc, its not as if Haruhi was ruined as a series because of it. Now I have a
confession. The reason is that I actually found the Sigh the most boring novel in the Suzumiya Haruhi series.
The only part of the Sigh that I found interesting was the dispute. A very pivotal moment for the series as a
whole. So overall I give the story telling an 8. I give the Enjoyment a score of 9. This is my personal
enjoyment of the second season. And finally the season gets an 8 overall.
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The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya (Haruhi Suzumiya Series #2) by Nagaru Tanigawa It's the end of the world as we know itor is it? Gorgeous, confident, and demanding, Haruhi Suzumiya is the leader of the SOS Brigade, a club comprised of
her high school's most extraordinary students.

Only the novels and the related anime series will give you the unfiltered Haruhi experience. The manga series
Yen Press is releasing one of two manga adaptations in Japan is a watered-down lackluster retelling of the
core story with weak artwork by Gaku Tsugano, who also does the art for the CMX manga adaptation of The
Girl Who Runs Through Time. Haruhi first debuted in Japan in Nagaru Tanigawa says in his afterword to The
Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya that he never intended Haruhi to become a series. The anime series debuted in Japan
in , and curiously aired the episodes of the series out of order. I really enjoyed the scattered chronology of the
as-aired episode order. The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya, the second prose novel in the series, covers the making
of the video project that opens the series as aired. Volume three of the manga covers storylines that will be in
the third novel, The Boredom of Haruhi Suzumiya. Haruhi was everywhere, and had been inserted into
seemingly unrelated doujinshi to sell more books. I even tried to learn the dance myself. Since then, Akihabara
has moved on. An American unfortunate enough to stumble upon the Haruhi manga in a bookstore in is the
uncool equivalent of your mom starting to watch the Naruto anime from episode one starting next week, and
trying to grok the mass market appeal. The first season of the Naruto anime and the first volume of the manga
are really boring. Appeal number one is the high quality of animation is the anime series. The animation
quality of the series overall is quite high. Second, the general premise is appealing. Haruhi Suzumiya stands
up on the first day of class and declares by way of introduction that she is not interested in ordinary humans.
They keep their abilities and origins a secret from Haruhi, but reveal their secret missions to Kyon. Haruhi is a
bit like Fox Mulder of the X-Files. Haruhi wants to believe. Mikuru is a weakling and a crybaby, which Kyon
finds sexy. Personally I find it disturbing and annoying. The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya is a rough read for the
first pages, due to frequent Mikuru abuse as Haruhi forces her to star in a short film as a sexy magical waitress
defending earth from aliens. Kyon keeps up a constant stream of gratingly sarcastic narration throughout the
Sigh of Haruhi. In the first novel, Kyon does not reach the same level of silent sarcasm and his narration is
absent from the manga and the anime, even though the spoken dialog is kept mostly intact. Reading the manga
is like rewatching the TV series in an un-fun inferior permutation. Reading the Haruhi light novels in addition
to the Faust short story anthology has really opened my eyes to possibilities of the light novel as a concept.
These short genre-oriented books read as quickly as Young Adult novels. I think Haruhi is being marketed as
YA novel in the U. The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya volume two of the light novel series will be available in
October

7: Watch The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya Season 2 English Subbed in HD on www.enganchecubano.c
The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya is a solid sequel to Melancholy, and covers the misadventures of Kyon and the SOS
Brigade as they (attempt to) make a movie for the school festival. This books features more comedic moments and
unexpected supernatural occurrences than the previous, and for many might be more enjoyable.

8: The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel) : Nagaru Tanigawa :
The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya is the second book in the light novel series and another part of which the anime is based
off of. Many people will probably have been introduced with the anime first and maybe wandering here curiously to see
the source material as was the case with me.

9: Haruhi Suzumiya | All The Tropes Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
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The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya is a rough read for the first pages, due to frequent Mikuru abuse as Haruhi forces her to
star in a short film as a sexy magical waitress defending earth from aliens. Kyon keeps up a constant stream of gratingly
sarcastic narration throughout the Sigh of Haruhi.
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